THE   GROWTH    OF   JUDGEMENT
whole, cause and effect, space and time and space to
time, &c.
It seems, therefore, that a child's educators must at the
fitting time encourage social contact, refrain from making
a child's world such a * nestJ for him that he never or
seldom experiences the feeling of ' disadaptation *, as
Piaget calls it, and, finally, encourage him to connect
active experiment with verbal expression, for it is one thing
to feel that a square peg will not fit into a round hole, a
very different thing to appreciate it as a verbal generalization.
There is a good deal of divergence between Piaget's find-
ings, based on the study of large numbers of children and
those of Susan Isaacs based on actual observations of a
few who were very intelligent. She found, and indeed most
of us could add to her list from our own experience, that
children certainly apply general knowledge to new sittir
ations—practical deduction—and that they do use the
inductive method to add to their knowledge. Nor does
she consider children as ego-centric as Piaget does, for
she cites many examples of social exchange of knowledge
—generally introduced by questions beginning with why
—that originate a discussion among a small group.
She also points out that children seem first to make such
judgements as predicate an attribute of a subject, e.g. tMs
is nice, that is nasty. This we should expect, for they are
based on sense experience and are an expres^on of pleasore-
pain feeling.
It is some time before they seem to compare two ex-
periences and hence words like lovelier, longer are used
at a later stage than the positive form. This fact also
corroborates Piaget's statement that relationship is appre-
hended later than disparate facts.1
When a child gets to the stage at which he is beginning
1 Bnt when passing judgement on the value of means to accom-
plish a practical end, a child of five "will constantly use such com-
paratives as * tins is better *.

